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October 18th, 2021  
 

There’s no easy way out… 

Equity markets took a turn for the better last week, with the Dow rallying 1.6%, the Nasdaq gaining 2.16%, 

and the S&P logged at gain of just over 1.8% on the week while also managing to move above its 50dma.  

What caused such a decisive pivot following what has been weeks upon weeks of chop?  I don’t know for 

sure, but perhaps it was the better-than-expected retail sales report at the end of the week, or initial jobless 

claims falling below 300k and to their lowest levels since the onset of the pandemic.  Maybe it was short-

covering, as investor sentiment and positioning has gotten fairly pessimistic over the last several weeks.   

 

One thing that has evolved in my approach to reading the capital markets over the years is that I care a lot 

less about ‘why’ things happened and more about the reality of ‘what is’ actually happening.  That’s not to 

say that the ‘why’ is irrelevant, but let’s be honest in recognizing that in a global financial system that is this 

complex and dynamic, is there ever any way of truly knowing what exactly is causing something to move at 

any particular moment?  

 

I don’t have a whole lot new to say in this week’s missive above and beyond what was stated in the late 

commentary submission from last week, but I’ll reiterate a summary of what our research and process is 

leading us to position for at the moment: 

 

• Global growth and U.S. growth has slowed to a stall in Q3 (China just printed one of its worst GDP 

growth quarters in the last two decades), but our work is showing signs that global growth will 

positively surprise through the balance of the year and on into Q1 of 2022. 

 

• The Delta Covid wave appears to have peaked and decisively rolled over around the world, and such 

a shift moves this variable from being a headwind to a tailwind for economic momentum.  There is 

always the chance that another variant rears its ugly head (“Delta Plus” is making headlines as I 

type, and if it does grow into another formidable variant, then that changes the math on everything).     

 

• However, the path forward for investors is highly uncertain, and I’ll get into some of this below as 

the support for leaning bullishly from a positioning standpoint is fraying. 

 

Understand that with valuations at historically rich levels across almost all asset classes, the margin of safety 

is razor thin should the investment backdrop deteriorate in an unfavorable fashion.  So, I think it’s 

appropriate to follow the wise advice of Howard Marks, who encouraged investors to “move forward, but 

with caution.” 
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Consider these two headlines that were posted on CNBC on the same day: 
 

 

Slowing growth (as is highlighted in the top headline) sends the message that policy makers should remain 

accommodative and not act too abruptly or aggressively in pulling back stimulus.  Rising inflation pressures 

(the second headline) sends the message that policy makers should be removing accommodation sooner 

rather than later.  It’s no doubt a tough spot that they find themselves in, and at this moment, it’s the message 

from rising inflation levels that is winning the debate as thirty-eight central banks from around the world 

have already raised rates so far this year, and the Fed is getting set to start tapering their own balance sheet. 

 

In addition to supply chain bottlenecks, the chart below is becoming a big driver of this cost-push inflation 

which the global economy is experiencing, where the Bloomberg Commodity Spot Index just made a new 

all-time high (hat tip to Jim Bianco of Bianco Research for the chart).   
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But therein lies the rub for investors, in that a number of pressures are building that could create a lot of 

discomfort in the capital markets.  In last week’s missive I called them the Four Horsemen: rising energy 

prices, a stronger dollar, higher interest rates, and tighter Fed policy.    

 

It’s almost as if a perfect storm is brewing, but to the equity market it’s too far off of the coast to worry about 

at the present time.  Additionally, we aren’t completely sure if it’s even going to come our way (and with 

what force, if it does), so why worry about it now?  Nevertheless, disrupted supply chains, rising input 

prices, and accelerating energy prices will force companies to either pass along these price increases to 

protect their margins, or eat them and see their earnings fall.  Furthermore, if they push through the price 

hikes, then that will filter through to a rising CPI index (the last print was 5.4%, already well above the Fed’s 

2% price stability objective), and this will force central banks to act and then we’ll see a response in the bond 

market.      

 

The muted response thus far in the equity and bond markets to this inflation spike is a reflection that market 

participants continue to hold on to the “transitory” inflation narrative.  That ultimately may end up being the 

correct perspective, but with all of the evidence to the contrary at the moment, it is imprudent to be so 

dismissive of the risk.  The good thing for investors is that we are getting into the meat of the earnings 

season over the next several weeks, and we should get a lot more color on just how well companies are 

navigating this current regime along with any forward guidance that they can/will provide.   

 

Back to the Fed for a moment, as Fed Governor Michelle W. Bowman delivered a speech last week titled 

“The View from Here: The Outlook for the U.S. Economy and Implications for Monetary Policy” (link is to 

the full speech) that I thought received way too little attention from market observers.  She was quite elegant 

in laying out the Fed’s primary concerns and why the taper is coming either in November or December.  Her 

comments echoed a similar message from other members in that the Fed is concerned that the global supply 

chain problems will be with us for longer than previously expected, and a policy response – made sooner 

rather than later – is necessary to counteract the inflationary pressures.  Governor Bowman insinuates that 

the markets no longer need the crutch of asset purchases at the pace which they are currently being 

implemented, and she is forthright in sharing her opinion that the policy may have inflated an asset bubble in 

equities and real estate.   

 

How this all gets smoothly defused in a new monetary policy regime will be fascinating to watch unfold.  I 

pulled out a couple sections of her speech that I thought were striking and included them below, and most 

notable to me were her comments on the housing market and asset prices: 

 

“Another source of inflationary pressure is the rapid increase in house prices, something that also 

raises potential concerns about valuation pressures.  The ongoing strength in housing demand is also 

notably driving up rental costs. Higher house prices also make it much more difficult for low-to 

moderate-income households to become homeowners, as larger down payments and other financing 

requirements, in effect, lock these households out of the housing market.” 

 

“Amid the booming real estate market, some bankers I spoke with recently cited concerns about a 

possible house price bubble and growing concerns about potential risks to financial stability. These 

concerns are a notable change from our conversations a year ago, when most bankers were 

appreciating the frenzied activity in this market as a means to boost income in a very low-rate 

environment. Given the experience of the previous financial crisis, this development is something we 

should closely monitor.  Now, unlike the conditions leading up to that crisis, homeowners have fewer 

financial obligations and debts, and many of the financial system vulnerabilities that existed have 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/bowman20211013a.htm
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been addressed. But homes are a widely held asset, and even a modest shift in the housing market, 

especially a decline in home prices, could have significant ripple effects throughout the economy…” 

 

“Provided the economy continues to improve as I expect, I am very comfortable at this point with a 

decision to start to taper our asset purchases before the end of the year and, preferably, as early as 

at our next meeting in November.” 

 

“In my view, our asset purchases were an important part of our response to the economic effects of 

the pandemic, but they have essentially served their purpose. I am mindful that the remaining benefits 

to the economy from our asset purchases are now likely outweighed by the potential costs.  In 

particular, I am concerned that our asset purchases could now be contributing to valuation 

pressures, especially in housing and equity markets, or that maintaining a highly 

accommodative monetary policy stance at this stage of the economic expansion may pose risks to the 

stability of longer-term inflation expectations. If the expansion continues as I expect, I will support a 

pace of tapering that would end our asset purchases by the middle of next year.” 

 

So, while the Fed is getting ready to start (and I stress, “start”, as this is hardly an aggressive move to 

tighten…) pulling the punch bowl away, they will be doing so in the face of some pretty weak economic 

data.  For starters, the Atlanta Fed’s GDP growth tracker is down to 1.3% for Q3, and while Q3 is already in 

the books and most investors (like myself) are looking ahead to a more constructive Q4, there are other 

indicators that aren’t corroborating such optimism.   

 

See the chart below of the latest NFIB Small Business Survey, where the outlook for general business 

conditions just registered its 3rd lowest reading in 50 years. 
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The chart just below the NFIB survey is the “Prime Bank Loan Rate” (a proxy for the Fed Funds Rate), and 

both charts have the same time scale, and you can see red circles on each.  What those red circles are 

showing is that in the past, each time the NFIB Outlook for General Business Conditions reached levels this 

low, the Fed was moving in the direction of easing policy (cutting rates), not tightening.   

 

Time will always be the ultimate arbiter, but either the economy is about to reaccelerate in a meaningful 

way, thus giving the Fed cover for tightening, or the Fed is about to make a policy mistake by tightening into 

the teeth of an economic slowdown.  The investment implications for either outcome couldn’t be more 

different, and that makes the stakes for being incorrectly positioned (in one direction or the other) and being 

caught wrong footed very, very risky. 

 

In a nutshell, the Fed is trapped in lose-lose situation.  Don’t act, and run the risk that inflationary pressures 

persist for longer than society and politicians can tolerate.  Take action, and risk undercutting an economic 

recovery that is weak and fragile at the moment.  This is akin to the sage wisdom proffered by Earl Smooter 

in the movie Sweet Home Alabama, who wisely said “you can’t ride two horses with one ass, sugarbean.”  

Me thinks markets are becoming more aware of this dilemma, which is why yields in the Treasury market 

are rising, but thus far not at a pace or to a level that would make sense with the current inflationary 

backdrop.  I mean, how does one explain the 10-year T-note fetching a yield of 1.59%, with the 30-year at 

2.02% while inflation has been running north of 5% for four straight months?  Maybe the Treasury market is 

taking its cue from the economic data.  Meanwhile, many investors look at the equity market and think it has 

sailed through this regime change unscathed because most of the major averages are within 2% of their all-

time highs.  However, that misses the reality that year-to-date, 88% of S&P 500 companies have experienced 

at least a 10% drawdown (hat tip to Morgan Stanley for that stat).   

 

My parting advice is to let the collective view of the market determine how, when, and in what direction this 

complex backdrop is going to break.  I have my view, based on our work, and know which way we are 

leaning with positioning, but I also ‘know’ that I’m not smart enough to ‘know’ for sure how this all 

eventually unfolds.     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


